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Electrical energy meters

M.3

Electrical energy is becoming growingly important in our current society, as
a result of its constant growth and development. To this end, the rational and
efficient use of electrical energy is very
important.
Many companies or industries look for
solutions to achieve a greater control
over their consumption and manage
the energy consumed more efficiently.
CIRCUTOR offers an integral energy
management solution, with state-ofthe-art technology, using energy meters
with the PowerStudio software.

Definition
Meters are units that meter active energy (kW·h), but other forms of energy are
starting to be metered, such as reactive
energy (kvar·h). Said energy is generated by the installation but it is not converted into working energy. Both forms
of energy must be metered to achieve
an efficient consumption.
CIRCUTOR's state-of-the-art single or
three-phase meters use the most innovative energy metering systems, calculating them in true root mean square
(TRMS). This calculation avoids the errors in systems where the electric wave
is not a total sine-wave or is distorted
by the harmonics present in the line. An
example of lines that are prone to the

problems of harmonics are those with
motors that have variators.
What do CIRCUTOR's energy meters
offer?
Control of total consumption: meter redundant to the billing meter, as
required to check and verify all data in
the main meter and manage the installation's consumption. Another important issue in this form of control is the
simulation of bills with the PowerStudio
Scada software, which is capable of discriminating periods with different types
of rates. MKD meters are the latest direct three-phase meters, applicable to
this type of control.

Control of partial consumption: control focused on different types of installations, such as offices, airports, homes,
shopping malls, camping sites, ports,
etc., allocating the energy requested by
each area, office or zone accurately during a determined period of time. In addition, the use of CIRCUTOR's impulse
concentrator can be used to integrate
other types of consumption, such as gas
and/or water, steam.
Examples of use:
}}In production shifts: to know the consumption of each shift.
}}In camping sites: to know the con-
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sumption of light, water and gas in each
plot during a determined period of time.
MK30-LCD meters can be used for
single-phase applications, which use a
total and partial meter that can be reset
with a push-button.

Examples of application:
MKT meters with LM-50 TCP and
PowerStudio scada

Examples of application

Cost control: This form of control can
be used to obtain comprehensive information about the cost relationship
between energy consumed and units
manufactured. In other words, the information can be used to define the unit
costs of production with accuracy and
then define the final selling prices. The
EDMk meter, among others, and the
PowerStudio software can be used to
obtain the consumption/unit ratio of our
production process.
Generated energy meter: The meters
that use this form of control can be used
to meter consumed and generated energy. It is strictly necessary to choose a
meter that measure in 4 quadrants, the
MKD, among many other performance
features, which incorporates the 4c system to meter both types of energy.
Metering direct current energy: This
is generally used in solar power plants
where the energy generated by a single
panel or group of panels must be me-

tered to control its performance. In this
case, CIRCUTOR offers type MK-DC,
which has been designed to offer a wide
range of features in a small unit.
CIRCUTOR offers two remote metering
options in its meters. The first option involves using the impulse output and the
second is optional in some types, using
RS-485 communications.
Remote metering processes that use
impulses are carried out through the optoisolated outputs integrated in meters.
The meter emits a specific number of
impulses for each kW·h recorded. The
impulses generated are centralised in
CIRCUTOR's concentrators of the LM
series and stored in their internal memory. In addition, PowerStudio reads all
impulses stored by the concentrator so
that they can be managed later on.
RS-485 communications can be used
to connect up to 32 units with the same
bus and reach a maximum distance of
1,200 metres, reading the information
from a PC through a RS-485/RS-232 or
RS-485/ethernet converter. The PowerStudio Scada management software
displays the instantaneous electrical parameters measured in real time by the
equipment, while generating a database
on the computer, where the log of val-

Examples of application:
Remote management of the consumption of camping plots (with the remote metering of impulses)
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ues is stored so that it can be analysed
later on.
ENERGY
MANAGEMENT
WARE: PowerStudio Scada

SOFT-

Top-performance management software
designed for the analysis of the consumption of energy and other parameters metered by CIRCUTOR's equipment.
What can this software be used for?

of energy of installations with CIRCUTOR's equipment and it can be used to
simulate bills, with the definition of the
rate (market or non-market) used during
the calculations.
}}Control of costs to define the price/
unit ratio.Reading impulses stored in the
LM concentrator so they can be managed and analysed later on.
}}Control of changes in the status of the
equipment's inputs (alarms).

}}Control of costs so that the consumption can be allocated accurately to determined areas or zones.
}}Simulation of receipts. The software
can be used to study the consumption

Applications
Control of the total consumption of energy and partial consumption of all sorts
of machinery and installations, such as
motors, water pumps, shopping malls,
camping sites, ports, offices, homes,
hospitals, etc. We can control the distribution of energy costs accurately for all
existing machines, lines and/or areas.

Examples of application:
Remote management of the consumption of various production lines (with RS-485 communications)
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Product selection table
Quadrants

Measurement

Partial

Current
metering

Connection

Assembly

Display

Communication

Page

EDMk

4

ac

yes

Indirect

Three phase

DIN Rail
/ Panel
(adaptable)

LCD

Depending on
the RS-485
type, optional
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CEP 96

4

ac

-

Indirect

Three phase

Panel

LCD

-

M3-10

MKD

4

ac

yes

Direct

Three phase

DIN rail

LCD

Depending on
the RS-485
type, optional
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MKB-363 M

2

ac

no

Direct

Three-phase
(ARON)

DIN rail

Mechanical

-

M3-14

EMS/EM 30-C

2

ac

no

Direct

Single-phase

DIN rail

Mechanical

-

M3-16

MK-M

2

ac

no

Direct

Single-phase

DIN rail

Mechanical

-
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MK-LCD

2

ac

yes

Direct

Single-phase

DIN rail

LCD

Depending on
the RS-485
type, optional
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MK-DC

2

dc

no

Direct

dc

DIN rail

LCD

-
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MK-DC SH
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2

dc

no

Indirect

dc

DIN rail

LCD

-
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Inputs

Outputs

Communication

Page

LM 4I / 4O M

4

4

RS-485, Modbus/RTU

M3-24

LM 4A / 2IO M

4

2

RS-485, Modbus/RTU

M3-26

LM 24 - M

24

RS-485, Modbus/RTU
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LM 50 - TCP+

SELECTION OF IMPULSE CENTRALISERS

50

Ethernet, Modbus/TCP
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Indirect three-phase meter

EDMk

Electronic three-phase energy meter
with indirect connection for DIN rails or
adaptable to panels

Description
Electronic three-phase meter (active and reactive energy) with an indirect connection for
DIN rails or adaptable to a panel; 4 quadrants
(measures the active (kW·h) and reactive
(kvar·h) energy consumed and generated,
both capacitive and inductive).
Other features include:
}}Galvanic insulation transformers - ITF
}}RS-485 Communications, depending on
the type
}}Two digital outputs with optoinsulated
transistor
}}Informs about possible connection errors
on the display

Application
}}Used as a redundant energy meter to
verify the energy charged by the company.
The unit is fully sealable so that it can not
be tampered with
}}Billing meter: measures energy in the different tariff categories (up to 3, depending
on the type). Used to define the different
billing periods or to control the production
shifts.
}}Cost control to obtain the consumption/
unit ratio in industrial processes, etc. This
type of control facilitates the definition of
more precise cost prices

Features
Power supply circuit

230 Va.c. (-15...+10%) / 85 ... 265 Va.c. / 95 ... 300 Vd.c.

Consumption

5 V·A

Frequency

0...65 Hz

Metering circuit
Nominal voltage

300 V ac (phase-neutral)
520 V ac (phase-phase)

Frequency

45..0.65 Hz

Consumption of the circuit, voltage per phase

0.3 V·A

Consumption of the circuit, current per phase

0.3 V·A at 5 A or 0.06 V·A at 1 A

Minimal current

120 mA

Nominal current

.../5 A or .../1 A (ITF-type insulated input) 250 mA mod. MC

Overload (permanent)

1.2 In

Maximum meter value

9,999,999 kW

Class
Class in active energy
Class in reactive energy

Class 1 - EN 62053-21
Class 2 - EN 62053-23

Output transistor

Optoinsulated (collector open) NPN

Maximum switching voltage

24 Vdc

Maximum switching current

50 mA

Max. Impulse frequency

10 impulse / s (5 impulse / s in manual)

Duration of the Impulse

50 ms ON 50 ms OFF

Output 1

Terminals 9-8

Output 2

Terminals 7-8

Communications
Type

RS-485 (3 wires)

Communication parametres

1200-1920 bps, 7/8, no even odd, 1/2

Ambient conditions
Operating temperature

-20 ... +60 ºC

Humidity (non-condensing)

5 ... 95 %

Altitude

2000 m

Build features
Minimum display resolution

10 W·h

Type of box

V0 self-extinguishing plastic

Degree of protection

Fitted unit (frontal): IP 51
Non-fitted unit (sides and rear cover): IP 31

Dimensions

85 x 52 x 70 mm (3 modules)

Weight

195 g

Safety
Category III EN-61010-1. Protection to electric shock class II
Standards
EN 62052-11, EN 62053-21, EN 62053-23, EN 61010-1
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Indirect three-phase meter

EDMk

Electronic three-phase energy meter
with indirect connection for DIN rail mounting
Dimensions
Dimensions of the drill hole on the

MC3-63

panel, 68x68 mm, using the M5ZZF1

MC3-125
59,7

accessory

24,7

41
Ø

18,5 18,5
Ø 7,1

,6

31,7

14

550

28

28

18,5 18,5
Ø 7,1
31,7

MC1-20

MC1-30
32

32

20

46

60

30

24

59

70
30

* Others dimensions consult M7

References
Parameters
measured

Metering range

Partial
meters

kW·h, kVarL·h, kvarC·h

2 mA.../1 A or 5 A

Yes

Quadrants

Communications
with the MODBUS
(RTU) protocol

4

-

Rates
1

Digital
output

DIN
Modules

2

3

Type

Code

EDMk-ITF-C2

M31741

kW·h, kVarL·h, kvarC·h

2 mA.../1A or 5 A

Yes

4

-

3

2

3

EDM3k-ITF-C2

M31743

kW·h, kVarL·h, kvarC·h

2 mA.../1 A or 5 A

Yes

4

RS-485

1

2

3

EDMk-ITF-RS485

M31751

kW·h, kVarL·h, kvarC·h

-

1

1

3

EDMk-ITF-C MID

M317B4

kW·h, kVarL·h, kvarC·h

RS-485

1

1

3

EDMk-ITF-RS485-C MID

M317C4

EDMk-MID

EDMk-MC, efficient measuring system
kW·h, kVarL·h, kvarC·h

2 mA.../1A or 5 A

Yes

4

-

3

2

3

EDMk-MC-ITF

M31771

kW·h, kVarL·h, kvarC·h

2 mA.../1 A or 5 A

Yes

4

RS-485

1

2

3

EDMK-MC-ITF-RS485

M31781

MC1 single-phase and MC3 three-phase Efficient transformers

A max.

Ranges

Class 0,5
Power

Measure

Internal Diameter

63

-

0,1 VA

3 Phases

7,1 mm

125

-

0,1 VA

3 Phases

14,6 mm

MC3-125

M73122

-

0,1 VA

3 Phases

26 mm

MC3-250

M73123

250

150/200/250

0,25 VA

1 Phase

20 mm

MC1-20-150/200/250

M73113

500

250/400/500

0,25 VA

1 Phase

30 mm

MC1-30-250/400/500

M73114

0,25 VA

1 Phase

55 mm

MC1-55-250/500/1500

M73115

Coding table

3

X

Code

Power supply
voltage

Other

M3-8

M73121

250

1500
500/1000/1500
* More information see M7

M

MC3-63

X

X

X

0

0

X

0

0 X

Internal
Code
Standard (230 Vac)
85...265 Vac
95...300 Vdc

0
C

Standard (w/o battery)

0

With battery (to read the meters when
there is no power supply).
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Indirect three-phase meter

EDMk

Electronic three-phase energy meter
with indirect connection for DIN rail mounting
Connections
EDMk, 3 or 4 wires (low voltage) MC1

MC3 efficient transformers

EDMk, 3 wires (2 TT and 3 TC)

EDMk, 3 wires (2 TT and 2 TC)

RS-485 Connection diagram

Connection of Ethernet communications with

Alimentación
Power Supply

TCP2RS 232 / 485 converter

3S1

VL1 VL2 VL3

2P1

2P2

L3

3P2

1P2

L2

3P1

L1

1P1

1S1
COM
2S1

N

N

Transistor output diagrams
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Indirect three-phase meter

CEP 96

Electronic three-phase energy meter
with indirect connection for panel mounting

Description
Three-phase, active energy meter, with an indirect connection for 96 x 96 mm panels and
4 quadrants (measures energy consumed
and generated)
Other features include:

Application
}}Display of energy on any type of panel, for
example: cabinets in substations
}}Control of costs to obtain the consumption/unit ratio in industrial processes, in order
to define the most accurate cost prices

Features
Power supply circuit

230 Vac (-15...+10%)

Consumption

5 V·A

Frequency

50...60 Hz

Metering circuit
Nominal voltage

300 V ac (phase-neutral)
520 V ac (phase-phase)

Frequency

45..0.65 Hz

Current consumption of the circuit

0.75 V·A

Nominal current

In .../ 5 A (insulated input: ITF)

Minimum current

1 % In

Maximum current

1.1 In

Maximum meter value

999,999.999 kW·h (Minimum
resolution of the display 1w.h)

Class/Accuracy

1 % ( ± 2 digits)

Output transistor

Optoinsulated (collector open) NPN

Maximum switching voltage

24 V dc

Maximum switching current

50 mA

Max. Impulse frequency (configurable)

5 impulse / s

Impulse duration

100 ms on / 100 ms off

Ambient conditions
Operating temperature

-20 ... +60 ºC

Humidity (non-condensing)

5 ... 95 %

Altitude

2000 m

Build features
Type of box

V0 self-extinguishing plastic

Degree of protection

Fitted unit (frontal): IP 51
Non-fitted unit (sides and rear cover): IP 31

Dimensions

96 x 96 x 63 mm

Weight

400 g

Backlit LCD

display with 4 lines

Safety
Category III-300 Vac / 520 Vac EN 61010. Double-insulated electric shock protection class II
Standards
IEC 664, VDE 0110, UL 94, IEC 801, IEC 571-1, EN 61000-6-3, EN 61000-6-1, EN 61010-1
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Indirect three-phase meter

CEP 96

Electronic three-phase energy meter
with indirect connection for panel mounting
References
Parameters
measured

Input
range

kW·h

100 mA
... 5 A

Quadrants

Rates

Digital
output

DIN
Modules

Type

Code

4

1

1

-

CEP 96 - ITF

M30701

Dimensions
Dimensions of the drill hole
on panel 92x92 mm

Connections
CEP 96

Salida
Común

Alimentación
230V a.c

Transistor output
CEP96

Digital
P2

P1

P2

P1

S2

S1

S2

S1

P2
S2

P1

Common

S1

N

S2

S1

L1
P2

P1

S2

P2

S1

P1 S2

P2

S1

P1

L2
L3
N

Las entradas de corrientes .. /5 A están aisladas.
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Direct three-phase meter

MKD

Electronic three-phase energy meter with
direct connection for DIN rail mounting

Description
Electronic three-phase meter (active and reactive energy), with a direct connect, for DIN rails
and 4 quadrants (measures the active (kW·h)
and reactive (kvar·h) energy consumed and
generated)

Features
110...500 Va.c. Between L1-L2 (with

Power supply circuit

the measurement itself)

Maximum consumption

5 V·A

Frequency

45..0.65 Hz

Metering circuit
300 V ac (phase-neutral)
500 V ac (phase-phase)

Nominal voltage

Other features:
}}Optional Modbus/RTU communications
(type RS-485)
}}The current direction can be adjusted
}}2 Impulse outputs with optoinsulated transistor and 2 digital inputs, depending on the
type
}}Partial meters

Application
}}Billing meter: measures energy in the different billing categories (up to 3, depending
on the type), adjustable with 2 digital inputs
}}Control station of various types of consumption, such as gas, water and electricity

Maximum consumption: Voltage Vp-p < 300 V
Voltage Vp-p > 300 V

2 W - 3 V·A
2 W - 20 V·A

Minimum current

160 mA

Nominal current

40 A

Maximum current

120 A

Frequency

45..0.65 Hz

Maximum meter value

9,999,999 kW·h (Minimum resolution
of the display 10 w.h)

Class/Accuracy
Class/Accuracy in Active Energy

Class 1 - IEC 61036

Class/Accuracy in Reactive Energy

Class 2 - IEC 61268

Output transistor

Optoinsulated (collector open) NPN

Maximum switching voltage

24 Vdc

Maximum switching current

50 mA

Maximum Impulse frequency

5 impulse / s

Duration of the Impulse

100 ms ON / 100 ms OFF

Communications
Type

RS-485

Communication parameters

1200 - 19200 bps, 7/8 bits, parity
no / even / odd, stop 1/2

Ambient conditions
Operating temperature

-20 ... +60 ºC

Humidity (non-condensing)

5 ... 95%

Altitude

2000 m

Build features
Type of box
Degree of
protection

VO self-extinguishing plastic
Fitted unit (frontal): IP 51
Non-fitted unit (sides and rear cover): IP 31

Dimensions

6 DIN Modules

Weight

410 g

Safety
Category III EN 61010-1. Electric shock protection class II
Standards
EN 62052-11, EN 62053-21, EN 62053-23, EN 61010-1
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Direct three-phase meter

Dimensions

MKD

Electronic three-phase energy meter with direct
connection for DIN rail mountig

References

Quadrants

Communications
with the MODBUS
(RTU) protocol

Rates

Digital
output

Inputs

DIN
Modules

Type

Code

Yes

4

-

1

2

0

6

MKD-ITF-C2

M33000

Yes

4

Yes

3

2

2

6

MKD-ITFRS485-I2-C2

M33011

Parameters
measured

Input
range

Partial
meters

kW·h, kvarL·h,
kvarC·h

160 mA
... 120 A

kW·h, kvarL·h,
kvarC·h

160 mA
... 120 A

Connections

List of unit terminals

MKD

Number of
number

Concept

1

Impulse output 1

2

Common

3

Impulse output 2

4

B (RS-485)

5

S (RS-485)

6

A (RS-485)

7

Input 1 Digital (stats / impulses)

8

Common

9

Input 2 Digital (stats / impulses)

Diagram
Details of the voltage tap

Transistor output diagrams
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ARON Direct three-phase meter

MKB - 363 M
ARON - 400

Electronic three-phase energy meter with
direct ARON connection for DIN rail mounting

Description
Electronic three-phase energy meter with direct
ARON connection energy for DIN rails
Other features include:

Features
Voltage circuit

400 Va.c. phase-phase ± 20 % (between L1-L3)

Consumption

4 V·A

Frequency

45...65 Hz

Current circuit (only phases L1 and L3)
Minimum current

}}Mechanical 7 digit display: 6 whole numbers + 1 decimal
}}Assembly on a 4 module DIN rail
}}2 digital outputs

Application
}}Energy control in three-phase installations with no neutral where the efficient use
of space is important, for example: installations with motors
}}In applications with severe temperature
conditions. The working life of the unit's mechanical display is not affected by high temperatures.

500 mAa.c.

Maximum current

63 Aa.c.

Nominal current (In )

90 Aa.c.

Maximum meter value

999,999.9 kW·h

Accuracy

Class 2 - IEC 1036 and EN-61036

Maximum current

0,8%

Base current (IN)

0,8%

5% IN

1,4 %

Output transistor (optoisolated - open collector)
Maximum switching voltage

35 Vd.c.

Maximum switching current

30 mA

Output time

4 imp / s

Energy output

100 impulses / kW·h (no programmable)

Impulse duration

100 ms

Ambient conditions
Operating temperature

-10 ... +45 ºC

Humidity (non-condensing)

25...75%

Altitude

2000 m

Build features
Minimum display resolution

100 W·h

Type of box

Modular DIN rail. Self-extinguishing plastic

Degree of protection

IP 20

Dimensions

70 x 85 x 70 mm (4 modules)

Weight

300 g

Safety
Designed for category II, in accordance with EN 61010
Standards
IEC-1036, EN-61036, EN 61010
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ARON Direct three-phase meter

Dimensions

MKB - 363 M
ARON - 400

Electronic three-phase energy meter with direct ARON
connection for DIN rail mounting

References
Parameters
measured

Input range

Quadrants

Rates

Digital
output

DIN
Modules

Type

Code

kW·h

500 mA...900 A

2

1

2

4

MKB-363M ARON-400

M30310

List of unit terminals

Connections

Number of
number

Definition

Concept

L1

Voltage input
Current input

Phase 1

L3

Voltage input
Current input

Phase 3

L2

Voltage input

Phase 2
(Reference phase)

time

2

+

Impulse output time
(optoisolated)

3 Common

3

Common

-

4

+

Impulse energy output
(optoisolated)

MKB-363M ARON-400

Transistor output

2 Output

Energy

4 output

Diagram
Details of the voltage tap

Coding table

M 3 X X X X

0

X

Internal
Code

Code
Power
supply
voltage p-p

0

Standard (400 Vac)

0

230 Vac

2
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Direct single-phase meters

EM30-C / EMS30-C
Electromechanical single-phase energy meters
with direct connection for DIN rail mounting

Description
Electromechanical single-phase meters for
active energy, with direct connection for DIN
rails.
Other features include:
}}Mechanical 6 digit display: 5+1 decimal
}}Size of 1 module (EMS30-C) and 2 modules (EM30-C)
}}Indication of a connection error
}}1 digital impulse output with optoisolated
transistor, for energy consumed

Application
}}Control of energy consumption in very
small spaces
}}In applications with severe temperature
conditions. The working life of the unit's mechanical display is not affected by high temperatures.

Features
Voltage circuit

230 Vac (-20...+15%)

Consumption

< 2W

Frequency

50...60 Hz

Current circuit
Minimum current

20 mA

Nominal current

5A

Maximum current

30 A

Maximum meter value

99,999.9 kW·h

Class/Accuracy

Class 1

Output transistor

Optoinsulated (collector open) NPN

Maximum switching voltage

35 V dc

Maximum switching current

50 mA

Impulse duration

250 ms on / 250 ms off

Energy output

100 imp / kW·h (no programmable)

Insulation

500 V c.c. ( 1010 Ω )

Ambient conditions
Operating temperature

-20 ... +50 ºC

Altitude

2000 m

Build features
Minimum display resolution

100 W·h

Type of box

DIN rail

Degree of protection of terminals

IP 20

Dimensions

1 EMS30-C module / 2 EM30-C

Standards
IEC/EN 62053-31, IEC/EN 62053-21
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Direct single-phase meter

EM30-C / EMS30-C
Electromechanical single-phase energy meters with
direct connection for DIN rail mounting

References
Parameters
measured

Input range

Partial
meters

Quadrants

Rates

Digital
output

DIN
Modules

Type

Code

kW·h

20 mA...30 A

-

2

-

1

2

EM30-C

M30811

kW·h

20 mA...30 A

-

2

-

1

1

EMS30-C

M31611

Dimensions
EM-30 C

EMS-30 C

Connections
EM-30 C

EMS-30 C
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Direct single-phase meter

MK-M

Electromechanical single-phase energy meter
with direct connection for DIN rail mounting

Description
}}Active energy meter (kW·h).
}}
6-digit rotary mechanical display
}}Metering verification LED
}}It can meter up to 120 A, depending on the
type
}}It has a digital output with an optoisolated
transistor

Application
}}In applications with severe temperature
conditions. The working life of the unit's mechanical display is not affected by high temperatures.
}}Control of partial consumption in homes,
commercial areas, etc. where it is important
to know the consumption in each room or
plot and produce accurate information during
a determined period.

Features
Power circuit / Measurement

Single-phase 110 V - 230 Vac (-15...+10%)

Consumption

3 V·A

Frequency

50...60 Hz

Minimum current

300 mA / 600 mA (depending on type)

Nominal current

30 A / 60 A (depending on type)

Maximum current

60 A / 120 A (depending on type)

Maximum meter value

999,999 kW·h (Minimum resolution
of the display 100 w.h)

Class/Accuracy

Class 1

Output transistor

Optoinsulated (collector open) NPN

Maximum switching voltage

24 V dc

Maximum switching current

50 mA

Maximum Impulse frequency

1 impulse / s

Impulse duration

500 ms ON / 500 ms OFF

Energy output

100 impulses / kW·h (no programmable)

Build features
Type of box

Self-extinguishing plastic

Degree of
protection

Fitted unit (frontal): IP 51
Terminals: IP 20

Dimensions

70 x 80 x 75 mm (4 modules)

Weight

200 g

Ambient conditions
operating temperature

0 ... +50 ºC

Humidity

95% without condensation

Altitude

2000 m

Safety
Category III-300 Vac EN 61010. Protection to electric shock class II
Standards
EN 61036, EN 61010
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Direct single-phase meter

MK-M

Dimensions

Electromechanical single-phase energy meter with
direct connection for DIN rail mounting

References
Parameters
measured

input
range

Quadrants

Rates

Digital
output

DIN
Modules

Type

Code

kW·h

0.3..0.60 A

2

1

1

4

MK-30 M

M30110

kW·h

0.6...120 A

2

1

1

4

MK-60 M

M30210

Connections

Diagram
Details of the voltage tap

MK-30M - MK-60M

Transistor output

3

4

Digital
Common

Description of terminals
No. of Terminals

Description of terminals

1

Not used

2

Not used

3

RL1 Relay Output

4

Common Relay

5

L1 Voltage/Current input

6

N/L2 Voltage input
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Direct single-phase meter

MK-LCD

Electronic single-phase energy meter with
direct connection for DIN rail mounting

Description

Features

Electronic single-phase meter for active energy, with direct connection for DIN rails.

Power circuit / Measurement

Single-phase: 110 V - 230 V ac (-15...+20%)

Consumption

3 V·A

Frequency

50...60 Hz

Other features include:

Minimum current

300 mA / 600 mA (depending on type)

Nominal current

30 A / 60 A (depending on type)

Maximum current

60 A / 120 A (depending on type)

Maximum meter value

999,999 kW·h (Minimum resolution
of the display 10 W.h)

Class/Accuracy

Class 1

Output transistor

Optoinsulated (collector open) NPN

}}Connection error indicatorCurrent up to
120 A (depending on the type)
}}RS-485 Communications, (depending on
the type)
}}1 digital output with optoinsulated transistor
}}Partial meters
}}Displays instant parameters, such as the
voltage, current and power.

Application

Maximum switching voltage

24 V dc

Maximum switching current

50 mA

Maximum Impulse frequency

1 impulse / s

Duration of the Impulse

500 ms ON / 500 ms OFF

Energy output

100 impulses / kW·h (no programmable)

Communications
Type

RS-485

Communication parameters

9600 bps, 8, n, 1

Build features
Type of box

Self-extinguishing plastic

Degree of protection

Fitted unit (frontal): IP 51
Terminals: IP 20

Dimensions

70 x 80 x 75 mm (4 modules)

Weight

200 g

Ambient conditions
operating temperature

0 ... +50 ºC

Humidity

95% without condensation

Altitude

2000 m

Safety
Category III-300 Vac EN 61010. Double-insulated electric shock protection class II
Standards
EN 61010
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Direct single-phase meter

Dimensions

MK-LCD

Electronic single-phase energy meter with
direct connection for DIN rail mounting

References

Quadrants

Communications
with the MODBUS
(RTU) protocol

Rates

Digital
output

DIN
Modules

Type

Code

Yes

2

-

-

1

4

MK-30 LCD

M30120

0.6...120 A

Yes

2

-

-

1

4

MK-60 LCD

M30220

kW·h, V, A, W

0.3..0.60 A

Yes

2

RS-485

-

1

4

MK-30 LCD-RS485

M30121

kW·h, V, A, W

0.6...120 A

Yes

2

RS-485

-

1

4

MK-60 LCD-RS485

M30221

Parameters
measured

Input range

Partial
meters

kW·h, V, A, W

0.3..0.60 A

kW·h, V, A, W

Connections

Diagram
Details of the voltage tap

MK-LCD without RS-485

Transistor output
3

MK-LCD with RS-485

4

Digital

Common

Description of terminals
No. of
Terminals

Description of terminals
MK-LCD without RS-485

MK-LCD with RS-485

1

Not used

RS-485 (B)

2

Not used

RS-485 (A)

3

RL1 Relay Output

RL1 Relay Output

4

Common Relay

Common Relay

5

L1 Voltage/Current input

L1 Voltage/Current input

6

N/L2 Voltage input

N/L2 Voltage input
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Direct current meter
direct / indirect

MK-DC / MK-SH-DC
Electronic energy meter of direct current
for DIN rail mounting

Description
Electronic energy meter of direct current for
DIN rails.
Other features include:
}}Voltage up to 800 Vdc.
}}4-digit display with 7 red segments,
highly efficient.
}}2-module size.
}}Parameters measured: V, A, kW, kW·h
}}1 digital output with opto-coupled transistor.

Application
}}Energy metering of direct current that can
be used to control the energy consumed and
the energy generated in solar power farms.
}}Energy control in telecommunications installations for subsequent management.

Features
Power supply circuit

115 Vac or 230 Vac (-10...+10%) (*)

Consumption

4 V·A

Frequency

40..0.70 Hz

Metering circuit
Nominal voltage

5 ... 800 V

Consumption

0,6 V·A

Minimum current

0,5 A / 1 mV (depending on type)

Nominal current

30 A / 60 mV (depending on type)

Maximum current

30 A / 60 mV (depending on type)

Class
Voltage accuracy

±0.5 % FS ±1 digit

Current accuracy

±0.5 % FS ±1 digit

Power accuracy

±1 % FS ±1 digit

Output transistor

Optoinsulated (collector open) NPN

Maximum switching voltage

35 V

Maximum switching current

50 mA

Maximum Impulse frequency

2 Hz

Duration of the Impulse

240 ms On / 250 ms OFF

Insulation

500 V dc (1010 Ω)

Ambient conditions
Operating temperature

0 ... +65 ºC

Build features
Type of box

Self-extinguishing ABS plastic

Degree of
protection

Fitted unit (frontal): IP 54

Dimensions

3 x 85 x 63.8 mm

Weight

170 g

Standards
IEC 1010, IEC 384, IEC 664, EN 50081-1, EN 50082-1, IEC/EN 62053-31
(*) Other auxiliary power supply options:
9 ... 18 Vdc / 18 ... 36 Vdc / 36 ... 72 Vdc
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Direct current meter
direct / indirect

MK-DC

Dimensions

Electronic energy meter of direct current
for DIN rail mounting

Codification table

M 3 X X X X 0 0 X
Internal
code

Code

Auxiliar supply

Standard(230 V)

0

100 ... 115 Va.c.

1

18 ... 36 Vd.c.

7

References

Parameters
measured

Input current
range

Voltage range

Digital
output

DIN
Modules

Type

Code

V, A, kW, kW·h

0,5 ... 30 A

0...800 V.c.c

1

2

MK-30-DC

M30300

V, A, kW, kW·h

1 ... 60 mV

0...800 V.c.c

1

2

MK-SH DC

M30400

V, A, kW, kW·h

0,5 ... 30 A

0...125 Vc.c.

1

2

MK-30-DC M125 Vc.c.

M303000000D00

V, A, kW, kW·h

1 ... 60 mV

0...125 Vc.c.

1

2

MK-SH DC M125 Vc.c.

M304000000D00

Connections
MK-30DC

MK-SH DC
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Centralizing unit with 4 inputs

LM 4I / 4O M

Impulse CENTRALIZING UNIT
Centralizing unit with 4 optocoupled inputs
and 4 relay-type outputs, with RS-485
communications

Description
4-input impulse centralising equipment. Inputs are optoisolated to read impulses and
it has a 32-bit memory to store the values
metered.
}}It has an RS-485 communications port
that can be used with an RS-232 or Ethernet
converter to read and write the unit's records
remotely, using the PowerStudio management software. The RS-485 bus can be used
to connect up to 32 units that use this type of
communications
}}The unit's outputs can be programmed to
generate impulses or for remote control actions with the PowerStudio software

Application
}}Reading any Impulse-emitting device (up
to 4 units). These parameters are useful to
generate receipts or define a price/unit cost
}}Alarm central: the unit's outputs can act
on contacts, sound and/or luminous devices
to carry out a protection or warning operation
with an internal relay.

Features
Power supply circuit

85...265 V ac / 120...374 V dc (±15%)

Consumption

4.6 V·A

Frequency

47...63 Hz

Digital inputs

4 optoinsulated inputs (voltage-free)

Maximum activation current

50 mA

Outputs

Relay

Nominal voltage

250 V ac

Electrical endurance

3x10 4 operations (5A  ac 250 V ac)

Nominal current
With resistive load

250 V ac / 5 A ac

With inductive load (ac)

250 V ac / 2 A ac

With inductive load (dc)

24 V dc / 5 A dc

Ambient conditions
Operating temperature

-10 ... +50 ºC

Humidity (non-condensing)

5 ... 95%

Altitude

2000 m

Build features
Type of box

UL94-V0 self-extinguishing plastic

Degree of protection
Fitted unit (frontal)

IP 20

Non-fitted unit (sides and rear cover)

IP 31

Dimensions

93 x 71 x 58 mm (4 modules)

Weight

170 g

Safety
Category III - 300 V ac / 520 V ac EN 61010
Double-insulated electric shock protection, Class IIInsulation voltage between the box enclosure
and any terminal: 2500 V, 50 Hz, 1 minInsulation between the group of inputs / outputs and the
power supply input: 1 GΩ Insulation between the group of inputs and the box enclosure: 1 GΩ
Standards
IEC 60664, VDE 0110, UL 94, EN61010-1, EN55011, EN61000-4-13, EN61000-4-11,
EN61000-6-4, EN61000-4-2, EN61000-6-2, EN61000-6-1, EN61000-6-3, EN61000-4-5
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Centralizing unit with 4 inputs

LM 4I / 4O M

Impulse CENTRALIZING UNIT

Centralizing unit with 4 optocoupled inputs
and 4 relay-type outputs, with RS-485 communications

References
Optoinsulated
inputs

Relay
outputs

Communications with the
MODBUS (RTU) protocol

4

4

RS-485 (1200 - 19200 bps,
7/8, non even odd, 1/2)

Dimensions

DIN Modules

Type

Code

4

LM 4I / 4O M

M31563

Connections

LM 4I / 4O M
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Centralizador 4 entradas

LM 4A-2IO M

Impulse CENTRALIZING UNIT
Analogue and digital
signals centralizer

Description

Features

The LM4A-2IO-M is an analogue and digital
signals centralizer. In only 4 DIN modules,
the unit has 2 relay outpus and centralizes 4
analogue inputs from 0 ... 20 mA, 2 voltagefree digital input. The unit includes an RS485 communications bus with a Modbus/
RTU protocol, which allows real time control
by communications. The unit is compatible
with PowerStudio and PowerStudio SCADA control software.

Power supply circuit

85 ... 265 Va.c. / 120 ... 374 Vd.c.

Consumption

4,6 ... 7,5 V·A

Frequency

47...63 Hz

Other features:
}}Telemanagement of the 2 digital outputs
}}Supervision of the 2 digital inputs
}}Monitoring of the 4 analogue inputs

Digital Inputs

2 (opto-insulated voltage-free)

Max. activation current

20 mA

Analogue Inputs

4

Input range

0 ... 20 mA

Transducer resolution

10 bits (1024 points)

Digital outputs (relay)

4 (5 A max.)

Max. operating power

750 V·A

Max. operating voltage

250 Va.c.

Max. switching current

Resistive load I: 5 Aa.c.

Electrical working life (250 Vc.a. / 5 A)

3 x 104 operations

Mechanical working life

2 x 107 operations

Environmental conditions

Application
}}Reading any Impulse-emitting device (up
to 4 units). These parameters are useful to
generate receipts or define a price/unit cost
}}Alarm central: the unit’s outputs can act
on contacts, sound and/or luminous devices
to carry out a protection or warning operation
with an internal relay.

Operating temperature

-10 ... +60 ºC

Humedad relativa (sin condensación)

5 ... 95%

Características constructivas
Tipo de caja

Plástico UL94-V0 autoextinguible

Communications
Port

RS-485

Protocol

Modbus

Protection degree

IP 20

Dimensions

93 x 71 x 58 mm (4 DIN Rail modules)

Safety
EN 61010 double-insulated electric shock protection class II
Standards
IEC60664, VDE0110, UL94, EN61010-1, EN55011, EN61000-4-3,
EN61000-4-11,EN61000-6-4, EN61000-4-2, EN61000-6-2, EN61000-6-2,
EN61000-6-1, EN61000-6-3, EN61000-4-5
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Centralizador 4 entradas

LM 4A-2IO-M

Impulse CENTRALIZING UNIT

Analogue and digital
signals centralizer

References

Digital
inputs
2

Analogue
inputs
4

Dimensions

Digital
outputs
4

Communication
protocol
MODBUS (RTU)
RS-485 (9600 - 19200
bps, 7/8, none,
even, odd, 1/2)

DIN modules

Type

Code

4

LM 4A-2IO-M

M31565

Connections
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Centralizing unit with 24 inputs

LM 24 - M

Impulse CENTRALIZING UNIT
Impulse centralizing unit with 24 inputs and
a communication bus RS-485

Description
}}Impulse centralizing unit, with up to 24 devices. The inputs of the centralizing unit are
optocoupled to read the said impulses and it
also has a memory to store up to 32 bits of
data
}}It has an RS-485 communications port
with an RS-232 or Ethernet converter that
can read or write files with the PowerStudio

Features
Power supply circuit

230 V ac (± 15 %)

Consumption

5 V·A

Frequency

50...60 Hz

Digital inputs

24 potential-free inputs

Maximum current

50 mA

Maximum voltage

5 V dc

Metering capacity

FFFF FFFF hexadecimal

Minimum impulse duration, tON tOFF

50 ms / 50 ms

Maximum mean Impulse frequency

10 imp/s

Ambient conditions

Application
}}Reading any Impulse-emitting device (up
to 24 units). These parameters are useful to
generate receipts or define a price/unit cost
}}Integration of other types of consumption,
such as: gas, water, etc. or simply used to
control the energy consumption of 24 meters
}}As an alarm control station: acting on the
status of the unit's outputs, being able to define an event or status

Operating temperature

0 ... +50 ºC

Humidity of operation

25 ... 80 %

Altitude

2000 m

Build features
Type of box

Modular. Self-extinguishing plastic material

Connection

Metallic terminals for "posidraft" screws

Fixing

Adjustable to the symmetrical DIN
profile 46277 (EN 50022)
Optional fixing with screws(fixing drill hole Ø 4.2 mm)

Cover

Lexan Front

Embedded relay protection

IP 41

Terminals

IP 20

Dimensions

140 x 70 x 110 mm
(8 modules, in accordance with 43 880)

Weight

620 g

Insulation

2.5 kV - 50 Hz - 1min.

Safety
Category II, EN 61010
Standards
IEC 664, VDE 0110, UL 94, IEC 348, EN 50081-1, EN 61010-1, EN 50082-1
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Centralizing unit with 24 inputs

Dimensions

LM 24 - M

Impulse CENTRALIZING UNIT

Impulse centralizing unit with 24 inputs and
a communication bus RS-485

References

Optoinsulated inputs

Relay
outputs

Communications with the
MODBUS (RTU) protocol

DIN Modules

Type

Code

24

-

RS-485

8

LM 24 - M

M31520

Connections
LM 24 - M

LM 24 - M, RS-485 Network connection to a PC (RS-232)
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Centralizing unit with 25 inputs

LM 25 - M

IMPULSE CENTRALIZING UNIT
Impulse centralizing unit with 25 inputs
and RS-485 communication

Description
LM25-M is a concentrator with 25 digital
inputs, designed to concentrate the status
of up to 25 logic signals, or the number of
impulses received at each of the inputs.
In addition, the unit has the capacity to
measure the activation / deactivation time
of each of its inputs, depending on the prior
programming of the unit’s configuration. Therefore, it is a concentrator of timers, depending on the status of each of its inputs (0/1).
The unit allows the total time to be measured
or the time of the most recent ON / OFF operation detected by the digital input. This configuration may be applied individually to each
of the twenty-five digital inputs according to
the installation requirements. The activation
of these timers may be configured with the
input open or closed, and each of the unit’s
inputs may be configured individually.

Aplicación
}}Reading any impulse-emitting device
(up to 25 units). These parameters are useful to generate receipts or to define a price/
unit cost.
}}Integration of other types of consumption, such as: gas, water, etc. up to 25 meters as a central status detector for electrical operations or alarms.

Features
Power Supply

85...265 Vac / 120...300 Vdc

Consumption

5 VA...6 VA / 3.5 W

Frequency

47…63 Hz

Digital inputs

25

Type

Free voltage input, opto-isolated input

Maximum current

50 mA

Maximum voltage

24 Vdc

Metering capacity

Impulses, status and and time
activation or deactivation

Minimum impulse duration (T on / T off)

10 ms

Maximum impulse frequency

90 Hz

Serial interface
Type

Three-wire RS-485 (A/S/B)

Transmission speed (configurable)

4,800, 9,600,19,200, 34,800, 57,600 bauds

Data bits

8

Parity

No parity, even, odd

Stop bit

1 or 2

Environmental conditions
Operating temperature

-10 … +60 ºC

Relative humidity

5 – 95% (without condensation)

Maximum height

2,000 m

Build features
Type of box

UL94 - V0 self-extinguishing plastic

Connection

1.5 mm2 stiff cable / 1.0 mm2 multi-wire cable

Attachment

46277 DIN rail

Cover

Lexan front panel

Terminals

IP 20

Dimensions

157.5 x 57.75 x 70 mm
(8 modules, in accordance with EN 43880)

Weight

350 g

Safety
Installation Category III
EN 61010 Double-insulated electric shock protection class II.
Standards
EN61000-4-2, EN61000-4-3, EN61000-4-4, EN61000-4-5,
EN61000-4-11, IEC61000, UL94, UNE-EN55011, RoSH
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Centralizing unit with 25 inputs

LM 25 - M

IMPULSE CENTRALIZING UNIT

Impulse centralizing unit with 25 inputs
and RS-485 communication

Dimesions

90

65

25

35.5

5

70
44

45.2

157.5

References

Optocoupled inputs

Relay
outputs

Communications with the
MODBUS (RTU) protocol

DIN Modules

Type

Code

25

-

RS-485

8

LM 25 - M

M31567

Connections
RS-485 communication connection detail

Digital input activation detail

POWER
RX
TX

SERIAL
ASB
TCP2RS+
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Centralizing unit with 50 inputs

LM 50 - TCP+

Impulse CENTRALIZING UNIT
Digital Impulse centralizing unit with 50
inputs, with Ethernet communications and
RS-485 bus

Description
Impulse centralizing unit, with up to 50 devices. The inputs of the centralizing unit are
optocoupled to read the said impulses and it
also has a memory to store up to 32 bits of
data
}}It has two communications ports:RS-485
Port: It can be used to connect up to 31
CIRCUTOR units that can be monitored with
the PowerStudio software. This port acts as
a gateway from Ethernet to RS-485
}}Ethernet 10Base / 100Base TX Port that
can be used by the PowerStudio energy
management software to carry out the read
and write operations of the 50 inputs of the
LM, and all other units in the RS-485 network.

Application
}}Reading any Impulse-emitting device (up
to 50 units). These parameters are useful to
generate receipts or define a price/unit cost
}}Integration of other types of consumption,
such as: gas, water, etc. or simply used to
control the energy consumption of 50 meters
}}As an alarm control station: acting on the
status of the unit's outputs, being able to define an alarm for a change in status

Features
Power supply circuit

230 Vac (± 20%)

Consumption

6 V·A

Frequency

47...63 Hz

Digital inputs

50 potential-free inputs

Maximum current

50 mA

Maximum voltage

5 V dc

Metering capacity

FFFF FFFF hexadecimal

Minimum impulse duration, tON

50 ms

Time between two pulses

50 ms

Maximum mean Impulse frequency

10 Hz

Communications
Type

RS-485 (3 wires A/B/S)

Transmision speed

4800 - 115200 bps

Data bits

8

Parity

Without parity / even / odd

Stop bit

1/2

Network interface
Type

Ethernet 10BaseT / 100BaseTX autodetectable RJ-45

Connector

RJ-45

Network protocol

TCP / UDP / Modbus TCP / HTTP

Ambient conditions
Operating temperature

-10 ... +60 ºC

Humidity of operation

5 ... 95% (without condensation)

Altitude

2000 m

Build features
Type of box

Modular, self-extinguishing plastic material

Fixing

Adjustable to the symmetrical DIN
profile 46277 (EN 50022)

Cover

Lexan Front

Terminals

IP 20

Dimensions

158.4 x 60 x 89.93 mm (9 modules)

Weight

390 g

Insulation

2.5 kV - 50 Hz - 1min.

Safety
Category II, EN 61010
Insulation voltage between the box enclosure and any terminal: 2500 V, 50 Hz, 1
minInsulation between the group of inputs / outputs and the power supply input:
1 GΩ Insulation between the group of inputs and the box enclosure: 1 Ω
Standards
IEC 60664, VDE 0110, UL 94, EN 61010-1, EN 55011, EN 610004-2, EN 61000-4-3. 610004-11. EN 61000-6-4, EN 61000-6-2. EN 61000-6-1. EN 61000-6-3. EN 61000-4-5 CE
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Centralizing unit with 50 inputs

Dimensions

LM 50 - TCP+

Impulse CENTRALIZING UNIT

Digital Impulse centralizing unit with 50 inputs,
with Ethernet communications and
RS-485 bus

References
Optoinsulated
inputs

Relay
outputs

Communications with the
MODBUS (TCP) protocol

Ethernet
communications

Protection with
IP password

DIN
Modules

Type

Code

50

-

RS-485 (3 wires, 4800
- 115200 bps, 8, without
parity, par, impar, 1/2)

yes

yes

9

LM 50 - TCP+

M31566

Connections
LM 50 - TCP+, RS-485 Network connection to a PC
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